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so, just like steal an entire product, your stealing the company’s future. your are doing something
that if one person do, its no big deal. but if everyone did it, then the law would put a stop to it. and to
this day, i still buy my plugins. i purchase avids digital audio workstation, they come shipped in a
box. i get their software (obviously i pay for a license, but, one time) and i download the plugin. i
read the instruction manual. i see that it allows me to record on my computer, that is something i
really use. i can change dynamics etc. i can adjust the compression settings. i can make my sound a
little punchier. the plugin does what i ask it to do, and its done. it sits on my computer, it works, and
its right there the next time i need it. not a second later, so, ive lost the item that i bought. ive lost a
small number of dollars, but, i gain that quality and control that i thought i would get from a good
plugin. this isnt something that i can suddenly afford, its a good product i can afford because it is
good. but they arent good because its stolen, no! also, the cracked world is solely based on personal
choice and preference, which is the people making the decision on what they choose to download for
their purpose. its bad if you either feel misrepresented in the cracked downloading world or are
against the idea of someone using/learning/experiencing a cracked version/program for free. if its
only to stir up ones heart or anger, like to unleash ones unsolvable hate or rebellion - or have never
even thought about a thought like that before. understand that its a free world we live in, there is a
cost for everything on earth and thats one of those costs is not having a free program. at the very
least, if we want to get to a point where we can have a functioning society without inequality,
everyone should understand and take into account the importance of having free software, or what
is called oss. its a way of thinking, just like it is with religion, not everyone is going to agree with the
same things and thats okay, but the point is something to take into consideration if it not bad
enough to alienate you from society or bother your mental stability. there is always going to be
disagreements in the world. but there are ideals and morals to uphold.
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